Compressive sampling (CoSa) is a new methodology which demonstrates that sparse signals can be recovered from a small number of linear measurements. Greedy algorithms like CoSaMP have been designed for this recovery, and variants of these methods have been adapted to the case where sparsity is with respect to some arbitrary dictionary rather than an orthonormal basis. In this work we present an analysis of this so-called Signal Space CoSaMP method when the measurements are corrupted with mean-zero white Gaussian noise. We establish near-oracle performance for recovery of signals sparse in some arbitrary dictionary.
Introduction
We consider the compressive sensing problem which aims to recover a signal x ∈ R d from noisy measure-
where M ∈ R m×d is a known linear operator and e ∈ R d is additive bounded noise, i.e. e 2 2 ≤ ε 2 . A typical assumption in this context is that the signal x is sparse. There are several notions of sparsity, the simplest of which is that the signal itself has a small number of non-zero elements: x 0 ≤ k, where x 0 = | supp(x)| denotes the ℓ 0 quasi-norm. We call such signals k-sparse. A common approach to the compressive sensing problem utilizes the following optimization problem, deemed ℓ 1 -synthesis,x
One can guarantee accurate recovery using this approach when the measurement operator M satisfies the Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) [1] , which states that for some small enough constant δ k < 1,
for some small enough constant δ k < 1. It has been shown [2, 3, 4] that when the signal x is k-sparse and M satisfies the RIP with δ 2k < 0.4652, the program (2) accurately recovers the signal,
However, this simple notion of sparsity limits the reality of compressive sensing applications, so we instead consider signals sparse in some dictionary D ∈ R d×n :
x = Dα for some α 0 ≤ k.
Algorithm 1 Signal Space CoSaMP (SSCoSaMP)
Require: k, M, D, y, a where y = Mx + e, k is the sparsity of x under D and e is the additive noise. S ak,1 and S k,2 are two near optimal support selection schemes. Ensure:x: k-sparse approximation of x.
Initialize the support T 0 = , the residual y 0 r = y and set t = 0. while halting criterion is not satisfied do t = t + 1. 
Calculate new representation:
Update the residual: y t r = y − Mx t .
end while
In this setting one can utilize the same ℓ 1 -synthesis program to obtain a candidate coefficient vectorα ℓ 1 and then estimate the signal x byx ℓ 1 = Dα ℓ 1 . Initial work on this problem shows that under stringent requirements on the dictionary D, accurate recovery is possible (see e.g. [5, 6] ). Alternatively, one can solve the ℓ 1 -analysis problem which minimizes coefficients in the analysis domain,x
In [7] , the authors prove accurate recovery using this approach when the operators M and D satisfy the D-RIP:
Another approach to solving the compressive sensing problem (1) is to use a greedy algorithm. Recently introduced methods that use this strategy are the CoSaMP [8] , IHT [9] , and HTP [10] methods. Greedy methods attempt to uncover the support of the signal iteratively, and then utilize a simple leastsquares problem to estimate the entire signal.
Recently, the greedy approaches have been adapted to the setting in which signals are sparse with respect to arbitrary dictionaries. In particular, the Signal Space CoSaMP variant [11] of the CoSaMP method [8] is shown in Algorithm 1. Here and throughout, the subscript T denotes the restriction to elements (or columns) indexed in T . S k (y) denotes the operator which returns the support of the best k-sparse representation of y in the dictionary D, and P T denotes the projection onto the range of D T .
This method is analyzed in [11] , under the assumption of the D-RIP (5) and the assumption that one has access to projections S k which satisfy
where S * k denotes the optimal projection:
Under these requirements, the authors prove that the method accurately recovers the k-sparse signal as in (3) . Although the assumption on the approximate projections is also made for other methods [12, 13] , it is unknown whether such methods can be obtained. Recently, Giryes and Needell [14] relaxed these assumptions by introducing the notion of near-optimal projections. 
as well as
where P S * k denotes the optimal projection via (7).
They prove that when the dictionary D is incoherent or satisfies the RIP, that many standard algorithms in compressive sensing give near-optimal projections satisfying (8) . This improves upon previous results since even in this case, it us unknown whether any methods exist that satisfy the stricter requirements of (6) . In particular, they prove the following result: Theorem 1.2 [14] Let M satisfy the D-RIP (5) with a constant δ (3ζ+1)k (ζ ≥ 1). Suppose that S ζk,1 and S 2ζk,2 are near optimal projections (as in Definition 1.1) with constants C k ,C k and C 2k ,C 2k respectively. Apply SSCoSaMP (with a = 2) and let x t denote the approximation after t iterations. If
then after a constant number of iterations t * it holds that
where γ is an arbitrary constant, and η 0 is a constant depending on δ (3ζ+1)k , C k ,C 2k and γ. The constant ǫ C k ,C 2k ,γ is greater than zero if and only if (9) holds.
Our contribution
In this work we extend the results of [14] to provide near-oracle recovery guarantees when the measurement noise e is mean-zero Gaussian noise. We focus on the Signal Space CoSaMP method, but analogous results can be obtained for other methods. Our main result is summarized by the following theorem. constants C k ,C k and C 2k ,C 2k respectively. Apply SSCoSaMP (with a = 2) and let x t denote the approxima-
then after a constant number of iterations t * it holds with high probability that that
where γ is an arbitrary constant, and the constant ǫ C k ,C 2k ,γ is greater than zero if and only if (11) holds.
Remarks.
1. This improves upon Theorem 1.2 in general, since e 2 is expected to be on the order of nσ when e is mean-zero Gaussian noise with variance σ 2 . These results align with those of standard compressive sensing when the dictionary D is the identity [15, 16, 17] .
2. This bound is, up to a constant and a log(n) factor, the same as the one we get if we use an oracle that foreknows the true support of the original signal x. The oracle estimator and its error will be defined and calculated hereafter. Note that the log factor is inevitable for any practical estimator that does not have access to oracle information [18] .
Organization
We establish some required notation and preliminary lemmas in Section 2. In Section 3 we present the oracle estimator in the signal domain and calculate its recovery error. In Section 4 we present our main results, which imply the near-oracle performance of Theorem 1.3. Our proofs are included in Section 5. We conclude our work in Section 6.
Notation and Consequences of D-RIP
As usual, we let · 2 denote the Euclidean (ℓ 2 ) norm of a vector, and · the spectral (ℓ 2 → ℓ 2 ) norm of a matrix. We write the d × d identity matrix as I d . For an index set T , we denote by D T the sub-matrix of D whose columns are indexed by T .
denotes the orthogonal projection onto range(D T ) and Q T = I d − P T the orthogonal projection onto its orthogonal complement.
We next recall some elementary consequences of the D-RIP, whose proofs can be found in [14] .
Lemma 2.1 If M satisfies the D-RIP with a constant δ k then
for every T such that |T | ≤ k.
Lemma 2.2 If M satisfies the D-RIP (5) then
P T 1 (I − M * M)P T 2 ≤ δ k , for any T 1 and T 2 with |T 1 | ≤ k 1 , |T 2 | ≤ k 2 , and k 1 + k 2 ≤ k.
Lemma 2.3 (Approximate projections) For any vector v ∈ R d that has a k-sparse representation and a
support set T such that |T | ≤ k, and for any z ∈ R d we have that
Finally, an elementary fact that we will also utilize.
Proposition 2.4
For any two given vectors x 1 , x 2 and a constant c > 0 it holds that
The Oracle Estimator in the Signal Domain
Before we proceed to develop our main result for SSCoSaMP, we start by asking what is the error of an estimator that foreknows the support of the original signal x. Let T be the true support of x, then the oracle estimator is simplyx
i.e., the minimizer of
The oracle's error is given by the following lemma 
Proof: Since x is supported on T we can write it as x = Dα = D T α T . Plugging (1) in (17) we havê
Thus, the oracle's error equals
Using the D-RIP we have
The proof ends by noticing that MD T (MD T ) † is a projection operator. Therefore, from the properties of white Gaussian noise we have
Main Results
Though the oracle's error is promising, it is unattainable as we do not have the support of the original signal. We turn to analyze the SSCoSaMP method which is a feasible algorithm for signal recovery. We provide theoretical guarantees for the recovery performance of SSCoSaMP when the measurement noise is Gaussian. We assume a = 2 in the algorithm, however, analogous results for other values can be obtained similarly.
Theorem Conditions
Before we present the proof of the main result, we recall the conditions which guarantee the assumptions of Theorem 1.3. The first requirement, that
> 0, holds for many families of random matrices when m ≥
) [3, 5, 7, 19] . The more challenging assumption in the theorem is the condition (11), which requires C k andC 2k to be close to 1. However, we do have an access to such projection operators in many practical settings, and these are not supported by the guarantees provided in previous results [11, 12, 13, 20] . In fact, when the dictionary D is incoherent or satisfies the RIP itself, then simple thresholding or standard compressive sensing algorithms can be used for the projection. See Sec. 4 of [14] for a detailed discussion.
SSCoSaMP Near-Oracle Guarantees
As in [8, 4] , our proof utilizes on iteration invariant which guarantees that each iteration exponentially reduces the recovery error, down to the noise floor.
Theorem 4.1 Let M satisfy the D-RIP (5)
with constants δ (ζ+1)k ,δ 3ζk ,δ (3ζ+1)k and let S ζk,1 and S 2ζk,2 be near optimal projections as in Definition 1.1 with constants C k ,C k and C 2k ,C 2k respectively. Then
for constants ρ and η, and where
The iterates converge, i.e.
, for some positive constant ǫ
, and (11) holds.
An immediate corollary of the above theorem yields the following. it holds that
where η is a constant and T e is defined as in (25).
Proof: By using (24) and recursion we have that after t * iterations
where the last inequality is due to the equation of the geometric series, the choice of t * , and the fact that
To prove the near oracle bound we need the following lemma, whose proof is presented in Section 5.
Lemma 4.3 If e is zero-mean white Gaussian noise with variance σ
2 then with probability exceeding 1 − 2 (3ζk)! n −β we have
This lemma together with Corollary 4.2 provides the following near-oracle performance theorem.
Theorem 4.4 Assume the conditions of Theorem 4.1. Then after a constant number of iterations t * =
log( x 2 / e 2 ) log(1/ρ)
it holds with probability exceeding 1 − 2 (3ζk)! n −β that
Note that Theorem 4.4 implies our main result, Theorem 1.3. We have thus established that SSCoSaMP provides near-oracle performance when the noise is mean-zero Gaussian.
Proofs

Proof of Lemma 4.3
We rely on the proof technique of Lemma 3 in [21] . Without loss of generality, we prove for the case of σ = 1. By simple scaling we get the above result for any value of σ. Using Lemma 2.1 we have that for any e 1 , e 2 ∈ R d and any supportT , T ≤ 3ζk, 
PT M
where the last equality is due to E [ee * ] = I. Note that trace(MPT PT M * ) equals the sum of the singular values of MPT . Since PT is a projection to a subspace of dimension 3ζk, there are at most 3ζk non-zero singular values. By the D-RIP, we thus have that
and from Jensen's inequality it follows that
Using concentration of measure in Gauss space [22, 23] we have
Using (33) we have PT M * e 2 − (1 + δ 3ζk )3ζk ≤ PT M * e 2 − E PT M * e 2 and thus
Combining (35) and (34) yields
Selecting t = (1 + δ 3ζk )3ζk 2(1 + β) log(n) we have e − t 2 2(1+δ 3ζk ) = n −3ζk(1+β) . Using a union bound we have
which completes the claim.
Proof of Theorem 4.1
We turn now to prove the iteration invariant, Theorem 4.1. Instead of presenting the proof directly, we divide the proof into several lemmas. The first lemma gives a bound for x p − x 2 as a function of P T e M * e 2 and QT t (x p − x) 2 .
Lemma 5.1 If M has the D-RIP with a constant δ 3ζk , then with the notation of Algorithm 1, we have
Proof: Since x p Dα p is the minimizer of y − Mx 2 with the constraintsx = Dα andα (T t ) C = 0, then
for any vector v = Dα such thatα (T t ) C = 0. Substituting y = Mx + e with simple arithmetic gives
where v = Dα andα (T t ) C = 0. To bound PT t (x p − x) 2 2 we use (40) with v = PT t (x p − x), which gives
where the first inequality follows from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, the projection property that PT t = PT t PT t and the fact that x p −x = PT t ∪T (x p −x). The last inequality is due to the D-RIP property, the fact that |T t | ≤ 3ζk and Lemma 2.2. After simplification of (41) by PT t (x p − x) 2 we have
Utilizing the last inequality with the fact that
The last equation is a second order polynomial of x p − x 2 . Thus its larger root is an upper bound for it and together with (25) this gives the inequality in (38). For more details look at the derivation of (13) in [4] .
The second lemma bounds x t − x 2 in terms of QT t (x p − x) 2 and P T e M * e 2 using the first lemma.
By substituting (45) and (46) into (44) we have
where for the second inequality we use the fact that δ (3ζ+1)k ≤ 1 combined with the inequality of Lemma 5.1, and for the last inequality we use the fact that (
together with a few algebraic steps. Taking square-root on both sides of (47) and using (25) provide the desired result.
The last lemma bounds QT t (x p − x) 2 with x t −1 − x 2 and P T e M * e 2 .
We continue with bounding the right hand side of (49) from below. For the first element we use Proposition 2.4 with constants γ 2 > 0 and β > 0, and (14) to achieve
(51)
By combining (50) and (51) with (49) and then using (25) we have
(52)
Division of both sides by (1 + α)(1 + γ 1 ) yields
(53)
(54)
(55)
The values of γ 1 , γ 2 give a tradeoff between the convergence rate and the size of the noise coefficient.
For smaller values we get better convergence rate but higher amplification of the noise. We make no optimization on them and choose them to be γ 1 = γ 2 = γ where γ is an arbitrary number greater than 0. Thus we have
(56)
Using the triangle inequality and the fact that QT t x p = QT t x t −1 = 0 gives the desired result.
With the aid of the above three lemmas we turn to the proof of the iteration invariant, Theorem 4. , which completes the proof. Note that in the proof we have
(1+γ 1 )(1+γ 2 ) 1 − δ (ζ+1)k − δ (3ζ+1)k and γ > 0 is an arbitrary constant.
Conclusion
The Signal Space CoSaMP method was studied in the case of arbitrary noise [24, 11, 14] under the assumptions of the D-RIP and approximate projections. As in [14] , the assumptions in this work on the approximate projections allow for standard compressed sensing algorithms to be used when the dictionary D satisfies properties like the RIP or incoherence. In this correspondence, we have presented performance guarantees for this method in the presence of white Gaussian noise, which are comparable to those obtained from an oracle which provides the support of the signal. Our bounds are also of the same order as those for standard greedy algorithms like IHT and CoSaMP [17] , but ours hold also for signals sparse with respect to an arbitrary dictionary.
